

SUBJECT: Your Complete Guide To Instagram Profits
BODY:

Hey, 

Thanks for downloading your copy of The Complete Guide To Instagram Profits.

By now you should be well on your way to CRUSHING IT with Instagram.

In the book you learned:

1. The “value” of Instagram and how powerful this platform can truly be to YOUR marketing arsenal.

2. How to grow your audience with some of the best practices, tips & tricks 

3. How to monetize Instagram as we dive deep into the vast well of money-making opportunities with IG.

Essentially, you should have everything you need to fully monetize your followers on Instagram.

But there is one more thing I want to talk to you about… building the “right” audience.

Obviously you want to amass a HUGE following of people that ‘like you’ and want to spend money with you.

… and you probably want to do this is quickly as possible.

Now, I’ve given you some great tips on growing your audience organically, but if you want to learn how to build a legitimate following FAST…

(Link—>Click here to learn how to supercharge your followers on IG<—Link)

You’re going to be blown away by how fast this can actually happen using these methods…

Best,

Signature
 
———————————————————————————————————————


SUBJECT: [Urgent] Your IG audience checklist..
BODY: 

Hey,

People ask me often what’s the fastest way to build a massive following on Instagram.

(Link—>My answer might actually surprise you<—Link)

It’s taken me years of trial and error to really “figure this out” for myself.

I’ve tried just about everything under the sun to build a huge following on Instagram, and I really think I’ve “narrowed” it down into a few KEY elements.

But if your goal is to make money, then you have to take into account the “quality” of followers that you have.

And by quality I don’t mean, are these people that are following you ‘good’ or ‘bad’ people in general…

What I mean is, you need to make sure that your followers are all:

1. REAL, active accounts
2. Passionate about your brand or “niche”
3. Engaging with you and likely to buy 

If you can say “YES” to all 3 of these, then you are on the right track to profiting from your following.

If you can’t, then you might have a large audience that’s destined to take up a lot of your time and make you zero dollars.

If that’s the case or you’re just starting out with zero followers…

Then you should learn my system for getting a legit, “buyer” following and never have to think about it again :)

(Link—> Check this out to learn more<—Link)

Best,

Signature


———————————————————————————————————————

SUBJECT: How to get IG followers FAST!
BODY:

Hey,

So far I’ve taught you how to turn your Instagram account into a “profit-getting” machine!

And we covered some solid techniques on growing your audience.

(Which I think you’d agree is MEGA important if you want to make a lot of money on Instagram.)

But there are a few more tips I wanted to share with you on building your following even FASTER.

(Link—>Check this out to learn more<—Link)

It’s come to my attention that most people are wasting a ton of time doing this the wrong way… and I want to make sure that doesn’t happen to you.

Best,

Signature

PS - Even if you have a large following, you still may have trouble monetizing it if your audience doesn’t meet certain requirements.

This sounds obvious on the surface, but it still gets overlooked.

(Link—>Watch this for more information<—Link)


———————————————————————————————————————

SUBJECT: Instagram doesn’t want you to know this… 
BODY:

Hey, 

Did you know that Instagram loves to REWARD accounts with a lot of followers & engagement by showing you to other accounts more often?

The formula is simple… the larger your fanbase, the larger your “reach” thanks to Instagram’s algorithm.

(Link —>Learn more here<—Link)

If you think that sounds a lot like “the rich get richer” then you’re absolutely right!

So what do you do if you don’t already have a large following to take advantage of this internal reward system?

Simple… you turn Instagram’s algorithm in YOUR favor to grow your audience at warp speed!

And luckily, I’ve outlined exactly how to do this in my “fast followers” system.

(Link —>Learn my complete system here<—Link)

Once you know the loopholes, you’ll be able to build a massive, legitimate following quickly… which IG will then reward with even MORE followers.

I promise you don’t want to ignore this…

Let me know what you think!

Best,

Signature

———————————————————————————————————————

SUBJECT: IG audience booster (last chance)
BODY:

Hey!

This the last you’ll hear from me for awhile on the importance of (Link—>building a profitable IG following.<—Link)

I’ve said if before and I’ll say it again…

If you’re followers aren’t:

1. REAL, active accounts
2. Passionate about your brand or “niche”
3. Engaging with you and likely to buy 

… then you probably won’t make any money from them.

And trust me, it can take some time to build out this type of audience especially if you’re doing it the “old-fashioned” way.

Which is why I developed my “fast-followers” strategy to grow your audience at 10X the rate you normally would using traditional techniques.

(Link—>Check out the full strategy here<—Link)

This will be an absolute game-changer for you!

Best,

Signature

PS - Instagram is making it harder and harder to build out a big following without spending a lot of money with them.

Don’t wait until it’s too late…

(Link—>Learn my full system now<—Link)

———————————————————————————————————————
